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T h r w  this report, the term ~~ image or simply 
image, refers to a tm-dilpensional light intensity hnrtion i(x,y), 
where x a d  y denote spatial mardinates and the value of i at an;y 
point (x,y) is pmgmrtiadl to the brightness (or gray level 
intensity) of the image at that point. I t  is sumtipoes useful to 
view an image function in perspective with the third axis being 
bri-ss. An image v i e d  in this way appears as a series of 
active psake in r q i a m  with nunemus changes in hri@tmws levels 
am3 ammther reghns or plateaus &are the IxigMne~s levels are 
anstant ot vary l i t t le .  If -signing p r o p a r t i ~ l y  higher values 
to brimter areas, the height of the axgmnents in the plot would be 
prwtianal  to the axreapading brightness in the h a g .  
A digital image is an image i(x,y) which has been diwxetieed 
arrl -tized in hoth eptia.1 ~ ~ t e s  ard in brightness. A 
digital b g e  lay be axlrsidered as a matrix Whme row and Ooaum 
idices identify a point in the h g e  am3 the axrqpx?ing matrix 
value identifies the gray level a t  that point. The mwbers 
of wrch an array are called "image elementsw, "picture eleawnts", or 
"pixels*, *ere pixels is the ammmly used alikeviation of ''picture 
elemmthgr. 
The array eiss nutibar of gray leWe af a digital k g e  may 
vary w i t h  the application. Elcwever, to facilitate pracessing af the 
image by a digital cclputer, them are ~i~ adwmbgers in 
se18Cting square arrays w i t h  sizas and n m r  of gray levala rJhich 
are integer powers of 2. Throughout the remaining ckaapters of this 
repart tha irpdge array size will be 512x512 pix-, with each pixel 
value having 256 gray levels. 
With the accepticn of a discussian in Chapter 3 of peeu&%mlor 
in this 
report are digital m c m d x a m  (black a d  a t e )  i & . t h e  aemmR 
T a w  fap: image ~oceas ing  may be divided into four 
principal categoariee: (1) image digitization; (2) image -t 
a d  re&xratfon (3) image enading; a& (4) image segmentation 
rqyemtatiol (Gammlez ard Wintz 1977). With the exception of a 
short diacussicll in Chapter 2 of the IKMAS WXi-3000 video input 
mdule (image digitization), this report oonsiders only the first 
tqic of c a m  2; i.e. image -t.
Digital bmge enhaneeaPent t~~ deal with the hpravemnt 
of a given ilep 6ar lmmn interpretation. One oli the first 
applicaticns of image processing techniques in this catapry was to 
iiqzove digitized nsw-r pictures sent by sutsarirze, cable between 
Lcndcn a d  New Y a k  in 1929. Same of the initial p~cibleme in 
iaprraving the visual q m l i t y  of t h e e  digital pictures were related 
to the W8Ctian of printing p~ooedures an3 distribution of 
bri@tnmse levale. 
Although bpmwments on processing r n m  far transmitted 
digital pictures continued to be made wer the next thirty-f ive 
years, it bxk the aa&ined events of the space p m g r a p g  am3 the 
develapwnt af large$cale digital ccmputers to boring into focus the 
potentiale of image processing cxmcepts. Wark an using ocaputer 
teddqpe~ for -wing images fraa a space praba began at the Jet 
Prcpulsicn ~ a t o r y  (Pasadena, Cali-a) in 1964, when pictures 
of the Moon transmitted by Ranger 7 w e r e  pra?asaed by a eDBpwter to 
correct various types of h g e  distortion i r ihmt  in the 
apacecraft'e crrboard television camera. These t& t~emmd 
the basis for impraved m e t h d s  used in the axd 
restoration of images from auch familiar as the Surveyor 
missions to tihe Moon, the Mariner series of flyty aiasiars to W s r  
a d  the Apolln lPanaed flights to the ~ o o n  (Gomales ard ~ i n t e  19 
Frcrm 1964 until the gresentr the field of image maassing has 
e x p e r i d  vigrorms growth. In additicn to icatim in the 
space program, digital image procaesing techniques are used tnday in 
a variety af pr&Um~ which, a l t h~@ often ~e3,atad~ share a cmmam 
need for methds capElble of enhancing pictorial infoorsatian for human 
interpretaticm ard &pis. In m?diciner for instance, physicians 
are assisted'by aompter pmcdures that erhmce tfhe aontrast ox coda 
the intensity levels into color bor easier inte~etatian of x-rays 
and other M a d i c a l  images. Similar techniques are used by 
e in &udyirig pollution patterns frcm aerial a d  eatallite 
imagery. t ad restaration gacxzdmr, haw been wed 
to ]pgacess d a g r a  images depicting unr-rable &jects or 
experimental r e a t e  too expensive to duplicate. There have been 
inetanoee in ~ ~ o g y ,  for exarmple, where blurred pictures mrm the 
only awilable recards of rare artifacts h t  ca ikumyd after being 
phow , have been successfully restored by image p r m i n g  
~ 1 6 3 t h d k .  In phpics and related fields, images af experiments in 
such areas as hi-energy plasm ard eledrcn microsagy are 
routhly edlmcd by ccxlpter techniques. siailar suc?~sful 
applicati- of image processing cawepts can be M in aetrammy, 
biology, nuclear d i d m ,  law e n f ~ ~ t ,  d 
applicatiaw. 
~-3-w a are s k x m  in~igure 1 (&mse&.r;an9~intz). The 
aperatian of ~Udl a system m y  be divided b three principal 
categories: digi tizaticn, pracedng, am3 display. 
+:?.?.+. ,- 
A digitizer.. :g,->--q.- - -= 
% 
into a numerical representation 
. x-&:"-n. - s m  
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suitzible input into a digital amputer. The nast ccawrrly wed 
i@ devices are microdensi~tors, flying spot s c m r s ,  image 
disectcxs, and TV camera digitizers. The first tvso devicee require 
that the image to be digitized be in the f o r m  of a traneparency or 

Image disedxxs axxi TV cameras can accept images recorded in this 
nvunrer, but they have the additional a&- of being able to 
digitize natural bges that have sufficient light intensity to 
Systems uesd f a  h g e   sing range micltqroaesecn 
devicee far special-puqose qplications to large msplter qmteeos 
capable cb p e r f d n g  a variety of functions on higbrdut ion  
. The principal parameter in flu^^ the lrtrwture of a 
For general-prpcme laboratory agplicatians 
thr- is not ~ m t i a l ,  a mderately equipped 
often adequate. Other irpartant parameters in tkte- a suitable 
image processing eyetm M u *  the nudbr of ~ M B E S  af the qmtem ard 
the htdd uee of the syetcsn. In structuring an h g e  proaessing 
facility fop the University of Wathern California, AmIr8ws (1977) 
states: 
The gmazal design philaqhy behind the UBC Imge Proamsing 
Institute is predicated an the need to service many users at ane 
time. It lllst p g d d 4  rapid visual a- to prroaassed 
pickaria m a t s  aad hanlle large data arrays a l e  
yr04~idin.g e storage bor earrily . y i b l e  
pccmmmd images. In additian. because of the 
hectic pace of the fercultyt staff, arrl student l i b ,  it rmst 
provide higbqmlity m d t s  for a Piniaal e*penditure of 
p e r m  tias. 
In tems of the -vie requirements, a lainilrna, yet flexible, 
acrpueer systea bar image pllt-sing can be structured using a 
miniocaplter with 64,000 words or m e  of cc~e aesaory, two disk 
drivee, a magnetic tape unit, arrd assarted peri@heniLs such as saape 
editing terminals a d  a linegninter or scam other harbacpy device. 
Image processing programs are often ooded in as33ed33.y langqs to 
gain speed, kft far sake of flexibility am3 readability, programs 
coded in a high-level language may be a wise alternative. 
The fundion af the display unit in an image proaessing system 
is to cxllwrt the nuperical arrays stored in the aclrputer into a form 
suitable for human interpretation. The principal ditqplay mdia are 
C a W e  Ray abear (CRl?s), TV systems, arrl printing devices. 
Televieian display systens convert an image stared in the 
oanplter into a video frame which can be disp1aymd aa a TV lacnitor. 
me advantage of thew systems is that displays created on a video 
d t o r  have a W i t y  which closely resembles that ob pho+xgre@s, 
thus ing an output which is easily asshilatsd by the visual 
system. The disadvantage af W displays is that ttwry must ref re& 
the d t o r  at a rate of about 30 frames (e.g. flgfge~) per second in 
order to avoid flicker. Since mst general--e rmplters are not 
capeble of transferring data at this rate, the principal p9:oblem in 
designing a TV display system is to provide s~cre buffer storage 
medium 602: trmferring data bo a laonitor at video rates. The Bpost 
cappacll solution to this prcblem, arrl the aution w d  at the BITEX: 
facility, is cne of uaing a faat solid-state mmmq to store the 
entire image array: the acreem is then refreehed at 30 frame per 
s d  by cycling throqjh the mamiry and cxabining the binary 
infamation into an analog signal by ~aeans of ccnditianing circuits 
am3 fast og converters. 
rtnr- F-& 
~n a&crrplting system the two ~ost primary cxmpmmts of the 
syetm are the systemhardware anl the system software. This section 
of &aptex 2 w i l l  be devoted to describing the two majar hardware 
syatem~ at the Naval Training m i p e n t  Center (WPMJ) Caqpter 
System Laboratory, whi& are used in structuring a system suitable 
fon: digital image processing. 
The IKS%W RDfG3m Rimter Display Gra#dcs S y e t a  
The IE03WL6 - Ramter - Display -tea 3000 (RII6-m) is, as the 
title indicates, a raster display computer graghics system capable of 
displayins bagem at rates up to 60 ti- a seaad. The IKWS is a 
very powerful system haa features a d  capabilities that out 
perform mary other raster display ccmplter graphics system. Only 
those feat=- a d  capabilities that are directly related to the use 
of the IKBW3 in a digital image processing facility w i l l  be detailed 
in this report. Theee features, whi&maybedescrikrdasIIQNAS 
s ~ t ~ ,  are the IIQ3P94S V18 video input mdule, the IE93MbS DR64 
image aeaary, the IlQJNAS Tuvc) m e ,  ard the 1- IF/IK host 
interface. A block diagram of the entire IKIXJAS system architecture 
-d t e n  atld the ID& ocsputea is given in Figure 2. 
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1- ~ 3 0 0 0  VI8 Video Input Mahle 
The IFDNM VI8 video input module serves in the digital image 
processing hcility as the digitizer. As statad previously in  this  
report, a digitizer oonverts an h g e  into a numerical representation 
suitable bor krput. into a digital caaputer. 
The VX8 video input module accepts informatioh m the form of a 
cclltinuxls wltage fram an RS-17QR video camera. Th9 RS-17QA is an 
i t&adard by the N a t i o n a l  Television S t a d a r d ~  Gadttee 
(IV'JSC) on the voltage waveform output, lqpecifically the 
syndxmization timing, of a vidicon tube TV camera. Iha -ration 
of a vidicon tube is based on the principle of ghotnam3wtivity. An 
image focused cm the tube surface produces a pat- a€ varying 
conductivity uhi& matshes the distribution of brightnmse in the 
optical image. An MLqmdmt, finely foarsed ec3,ectran beem scans 
the rgar =f#re of the mIxxmc3uctive tmptr a d  by charge 
neutralization th ie  beam creates a potential dif f e r m  a d  produces 
0x1 a collector a signal proportional t o  the input bof ghtness pattarn. 
A digital h g e  is obtained by quantizing this signal, as vwell as the 
corresponding p i t i o n  of the 8 ~ 3 d n g  beam. T h e  VI8 viW input 
module can m l e  at a rate from 9 to 11 PEW, a& writes the data to 
the DR64 frambuf fer memary (Adage 1982) . The sampling f rsguency, 
1 
the size of the tmpled frame, the location of the sampled frame 
within the hput scene, and the location of the £reme within the 
output frzmebuf fer may be p r o g r d .  Sampling may be amtin- or 
may be set to etap after one frame has been digitized. 
ma0 w inplt m y  be ampressed ( m i n i f i e d )  by an integer 
diviw~r to allow Jstoring a scene into a d l  sectim of the 
f r h f  fer . 
hmrt&theX system is the 
state cagmble of storing m e  than one imager. In pixel mode, 
a l l  DR64's can be viewed as one continuous memory that is addressable 
i n x a d y .  Eachx,ymermrylocat ionmrres~  to a pixel. The 
bit dnpth of each armary looation (the n m r  of Mts vlhich 
cantribute to each pixel) depends on the system canfiguration. 
Pope the purpoees of digital h g e  processing ths low mwiLuticn 
(mES) Pade is e mst ap~xapdiate tm reamxmt (1) I t  is 
impossible to digitize an h g e  in high resuluticm (l3XI3ES) made wing 
the VI8 video input m e ;  (2) The oauputatioml cmplexity of the 
proaessing operatiaim in HIRES mode muld be greater then that of 
LDES mde by a factor of four. In LX)EIES laode, gach DR64 can prwide 
262,144 pixels of eight bits each, crnrespanling to a 512x512 
display. Depending on the nuaber of lR64's in tihe system 
addresses rarrge fropa 0 to 511. The y address $&.27 i 
,;y ,,> 8 
.. . 
nlrd3er of DES4'rs an3 the bit depth. In the digital k g e  proaessing 
facility deecribed ir) this report, only image gem is used. For 
aKnochtoma images, only the first eight bits of image zero are used; 
i .em, image zero, red. Given in Table 1 are the st&d DR64 
configurations fir the m. 
Table 1. Stadard DR64 Configurations 
Bit range 
IElxIAs Rrs-3000 UKlsO l4oaal.e 
The IREWhS LLIIX) (1dcup Purl video output) funotim as the 
. . 
-=%q!J 
oonditianing circuits arrl East digital- oo~lverters that 
transfarm the binary infarmation an analog signal. The UJW 
acaepte data ctl the 72-pin ribbon cable at the tcp. Video data acaes 
fran whatever is the previous element in the video pipaline, usually 
the fram buffer cxmtroller (PBC) or the 34bit crtambar switch. The 
cable allaws br 32 bits of video data tm extra *pagen bits. In 
systems w i t h  an cremebar wit& (XBS), the assignment of memary bits 
to video data bits is gwemed by the crossbar. In m y  case, the 32 
video data bits are divided into bur eight-bit channels: bits 0-7 
(red), 8-15 (green), 16-23 (blue), and 24-31 (overlay). The red, 
green, and blue c3mmd.s are referred to as background dwmnds. 
The eight-bit b a c k g r a d  dmmels are the inputs to a 
&amel c r c m m  switdh. This crossbar switch has three output 
charmela; each autplt chamdl can be taken frcrm of the three 
input channels umler mftware amtrol. Far f u l l d o r  cperaticn the 
Ozrtput red cihamd is Wen £ran the input red channel, the output 
green channel i l r  taken fram the input green &amel, am3 the artput 
blue &amel is taken froaa Ehe- input blue &amel. Thus the chamel 
crossbar switch is tramprent and the output data equals the irqxlt 
data. Ekz -ration all of the output channels are taken 
frcln cne of the input chaMels. Thus, alltkyeelodtuptabl~ 
receive me class data anl tihe reeultant image is wiamxhr-. Since 
the least significant byte, bits 0-7, ccrap~.isa the red chamel, it is 
a o n d e n t  to take all the a t p u t  channels from the red input & i d  
to form a black arrl vhite h g e .  Using this scheare, marochrase bag@ 
prmessing is acamplished by digitally proce9;sing cnly bits 0-7 of 
an image. 
Them arer three 1 d u p  table63 oorresponling to to three output 
channals of the channel crossbar. The lodctq? m w t  have been 
initial%& free the I193bA6 bus far ~~eaning£ul aperation. The table 
lookup mmry is normally loaded wKh that a value of 0 correspads 
to black, and a value of 255 corresponds to a t e ,  with values 
between 0 arrd 255 mrreqpnding to the a-gpgpriate gray l e a s .  T h e  
aata present at the autput af a la imp table w i l l  be mt to the D/A 
(digital--log) merters .  The D/A conrter cmverts the data 
to an amlog voltage between -1 volt a d  0 volts w i t h  Faper video 
sync a d  blanking infarmation added. 
VPX/IK Interface 
The VPX/IK interface serves as the data axmamication link 
between the XliXISbS ard the Digital Equiplent Cbrpuratian -11/780. 
The IfPoMIS interface to DEC aoeputers consists af tm cards ccmmcted 
by t m  rSikhan cables. One card, the W1B. is plugged into t h e V A X  
UNIBUS; thc other card, the IIQJNAS IF/IM&, plug3 into the IKNM 
T ~ B  IPCllB interface requires one quad size hoard slot in an 
E-ampatible hsckplam. This card cantaim direct amnary address 
(IBIA) logic and control for data tramfers to and fraa the IKWS 
graphics system. In addition, logic is included for 
control af IKNAS bus addressing and cperation. 
The IXXM IF /D~~~R caneists of one card ovhich plugs the 
1103bPIS bus to Ppovide interfacing amtrol of the l3DHAS greghics 
system. A r n i c z c q m g r d  sequencer insures pmpe1: timing a d  
protocol far both ehe UNm anlI193MIS systems (a- 1982). 
The VA%11/780 is a superddcamplter w i t h  a 32-bit architecture 
that supports wer 300 instructions. The VAX-11/780 is designed to 
meet the nssds of mwy users w i t h  large datatmsas ani @&wive 
processing needs. Central to its I/O systern is a 32-bit wide data 
a d  mntrol path that can up +m 13.3 Megabytes of data per 
s d  the systsms -jar hardware czapammte. Up to four 
UNIBUS ard four MASSBUS adaptors may be used for cmnection to mass 
storage devices and other, peripherals. me support of 
hicjh-performmee dierke a d  tapes by the v~x-11/780, m i n e d  with 
their ability to network with the other VAX family mmbers provides 
vaxiad amfiguration possibilities. These features ideally suit the 
WW-11/780 fot we as the primary axputing element in a digital 
*!P sing facility. The hr-e architecture of the 
-11/780 dhawhg the central processing unit am3 various suheystems 
is given in Figure 3. 
VAX V i r t u a l  Mmmry Archtecture 
- 
The letters VAX suggest the ~ i m m r y  feature of the VAX 
oaaplters: "Virtual - - Address dXtension". - In a VPX 
information are located w i t h  a 3gbit address. This tihat the 
cGlaplter has an ad&-e apace of wer 4 billicn bytes. This large 
address space is "virtualw in that the main (phyeical) czf the 
cmpter need not bs aqmbre near as large tm fbur Mllion bytes bm 
the machina to proaess data whose addresses are scattered t h r w  
the addreme apace. Tha virtual addressilmg phtxxxm is aoocmplishea 
thra#~ a twhm~ called wammry w a n a w t "  whF& allows p r g r a m s  
to operato as i f  a big part of the virtual address space were really 
available to them. Memary mmagmwmt hadles all the details of 
storing progranw a d  subsequently bringing thea into the main memory 
when they are processed. Thus, the bottcln two billicm bytes of 
virtual address space can be wed far programs w i t h c u t  cQatC3ern about 
camplicatd techniques of overlaying ca segmenting to sqpeeze the 
program into a smaller address ramp. 

1 
The memq requirement far gxoc#assing digital images is very 
large. To pr-s a mmoduzotge &bit h g e  w i t h  an array size of 
512x512 pixels requires a memaay size of 2% Kilobytee. To 
exrhanoe an h g e  of the same characteristics as described 
above r a -  a ~eraary size of over 4 millicn bytee of meamry. It 
is &viaus that the large nremory requirement bor pmwxe~ing digital 
images dictates either a very large a d  expensive cure mmay cx sane 
campamiae between the amount of core mmry w r  
with saocldary memay usually taking the form of a hard a i m  swh 
as a disk drive. From an d c a l  point of 
expensive to structure a gystan w i t h  a large 
saall nain mmory. F'roln a perfaneance point oL v i ~ r  it ie aore 
aptfrmal w i t h  respect to of asscution to a very 
main lae~lary ard a amall tmmdhq . The of t h L V P X  
v i r W  ardNtmSwre is that through the use of h i w y  
ef ficiant memory management algoritms, an eaxlc~i& blend of main 
memary 8nd disk mmxy  may be chosen such that perfcammme is not 
The VAX hardware ardhit8Ctus:e deeign enables further perfonaanz 
enhanwmwte such as engineering into Wdmre soare recurrent 
aperatione frm higklevel l-9s so that a single instruction can 
harrlle them. The FORIWW M) lap a d  the threecperd addition 
(A=F3+C) are exampleg of cperatiam that can be harrilad by a single 
VAX instructicn (DEC 1981). Also, there is no forced alignment cn 
lcngwotd lmmdaries as required by many languages. Data items bigger 
than a byte can still reside on any byte boundary. 
Maes bkwry 6-w, Devices 
In a digital h g e  processing facility that utilizes a oclrpxlter 
with a vixWal mmiaay architecture wrch as the ~~~-11/780, high 
perf- aeray storage devices are essential. The =in 
lsenvlry Of caplters is cmstructed from high epeed solid state 
texhnalw. The s e m d u y  or mass m~arvy af the aapter  system 
is uslually leae up of hard medim devices such as diak drives. The 
VPUC aaplter system nust page bgw- the aain arxl the 
s- -, w i t h  a page fault gemrated when the address of a 
data iten recpested by a program does not reside in the rain memcwy. 
Whsn a page fault is gemred the mawxy 
" f e w  the requested data item frcla the seam%uy 
obtain *imam pxf- f ra t  the caplter 
must be mbdaaimd, anl the rate at &xi& data is trm.Eezrsd fram the 
mass devioee to thRI main B~BPQZY BUBt be very fast. 
With the VAX aatpter system h i ~ p e r f ~  mass storage 
devioea, such aa the Re series a d  FM lmving head disks, are 
canrected to th% VA$11/780 systap using a adaptoz. The 
MhSSlSS adaptor is the interface betmen t&e MAsgaUs and the SElI (see 
Figure 3) 8nd perf- all oo~ltrol, arbitratian, ard buffering 9 
fmctiars. T b r e  may be a total of f w  l4R&BUS dapkors on each 
-11/780 system. The -rating system supports txansfers 
of 65RCBytes to ard fmm n ~ t i g u o u e  pages in physiaal rremary. Each 
MWSEUS ahpt81c usat a 32-byte silo data buffer, vrhich permits 
tra~~fets at rat- up to 2 m i l l i o n  b y t e s / s d  tn a d  fraa physical 
meamq. The ambinatian of UNIBUS am3 BWd33W tzansfer rates gives a 
m e x h  t h r o w  a€ 9.5 bytes/sd to and frcm them (DEC 
1981). 
Since cne digital h c p  of the type detailed in th is  
report requires 256Kbytes of memory 601: starage, ammer desired 
attribute of disk drives used in an inrage processing facility is a 
large data capcity. I t  is often necessary to stare an image cnce it 
has bean digitized ao that it is easily accesible at a later date. 
Since a ueer may have the need to digitize a& save eeverdl h g e s ,  
the cagmbltlity a£ storing multiple images on a single diek drive is 
advantageas. me W-11/780 system at NTEC is sqpl with .twro 
IFI)5 nmmable head disk drives, with the capacity of each disk drive 
being 30CMiBytes of mmq. Thus, there is ample data istorage 
capcity cn a single RM35 disk drive to store nrltiple h g e s .  
- - 
As stated pred-ly, the tm mst prirary ampments of a 
ampsting system are the -ten haxdmre a d  the system software. 
This section af Chapter 2 describes the majoar dtware  caqxmmts 
used to structure khe hlTEX: digital illrage proamsing facility. 
vrx/WS Operating System 
The VU/W operating system is the cperating wtsp chosen by 
NPBC to run on the WW-11/780. TheVB&hSgperating system is 
designed to make all the hardware mrk together ae am unit to 
provide the VAX-11/780 with its multi-user, multi]~p:ogram&q, virtual 
Becauee of the ~~~(-11/780 virtual ~ e ~ l o a y  architecture programs 
do m t  have to reeide in main memory at a ~ e  t h e  This a~eans that 
porticlls of the progr:am can be on the system disk ani e e r  portioris 
in rain memory. Programs are divided into small piecee called 
*pagesn, rhi& are 512 bytes long. A "process" is a callecticn of 
pages *hi& runs a prqram. A process consists of an address space 
plw both bardbare ard saftware -text. That part of a process 
wfrich ie resident in main nv.ru)lry is called the process's "working 
set". A t  any given point in time, there are wuy psacmsseas running 
on the system. The assemblage of processes are resident in 
main memary is called the nbalance set". The action bringing 
pages into an3 art of main n w m q  is called "Fagin#. T h e  action of 
bringing aclllplete working sets into a d  aut of d n  pgl l~dy  i~l called 
wswapping*. 
In adea to aantrol the s ipau lm -prming of many Urge 
program. the ~~~tll/78D inuxprates  sqhiaticatal virtual 
eapibilities. The VPX-11 memory management systm is a 
ticjbtly ampled hardware/softnare fmctim. The hardware perfoms 
the task ab tramhting fran virtual addressee into physical 
vpx/WS aperating system providers the capabilities 
fez paging, mapping, overlaying, protecticm an3 sharing. 
x-r-; 
F n  eaey axtammicatian between the 1- a& v~x-11/780 
several hput/c~lplt rautines have been d ~ 1 ~  by AWljE in the high 
level 1aqpage EQ-. Within a POKlWN program, the IIBRD an3 
1 routines allow the programer to easily read data from, or 
write data to the I= framebuffer aeeaary by nrerely calling the 
proper FOFtIQPiE eubroutine. The 1- mibenutine al lam the 
programmer to tmrd data values to the IKCNM bus within a FOKTRAN 
program. The 9t:anbrd protoaol for each of these I/O routines is 
given below (ADAGE 1982) . 
Pixel I/O: 
1.1- (code, x addr, y addr, length, Bxlkas l3ta-r 
syetea status) 
aode = IRXlM function code* 
Defaul,t = 2: 
pixel--& bit (bit 1) will be set; 
write bit (bit 4) will be cleared. 
lensth ir r of 32-bit I#WNW words to read. 
One WbEd 06 whatever aim is the default on 
tihe ursr's llladnine (to a l low  th is  a a e w t  
to be aJgdtied as a aonstant) 
a = IIP3bW8 data, sequential 32-bit variables. 
to read, then returns ta caller. 
s detected by the II93bZRS 
' the I103blRg status argupent. 
tar are reported in the 
of 0 indicates rwwraal 
is defined by the operating syrrtem. If an 
e r ~  c3cc3~zs. ng status ypl.nart ia not given, the 
user's prograin is terminated. 
2- (code, x addr, y addr, length, data, status, 
system status) 
code 3 IlCiBBS function code. 
Defat  - 2 2  octal; 
the pixel-- bit (bit 1) and 
tihe write Mt (bit 4) w i l l  be set. 
(address, length, data, statue, as £or IIBRD) 
Word 1/03 
~ > ~ d ; ~ i -  
Ftzncticxm to perconr Wrd I/O differ frop pixel 110 qnly in the 
lraeUllcrd d ing. Theaddrew i s spedf iedasa2Wtnupber  
1. 1- (e, bdt&=s, length, data, 1- statue, system status) 
a ~ d @ e  function code. 
maat = 03 
tha write bit (bit 4) will be cleared. 
~ntr@kacticn to DPPRe 
The soft-e elements of the NPBC facility ~ ~ a w s l y  deecribed 
in this report were present at that facility befoss the writing of 
this report. What was needed to amplee &ma&tWing af a 
digital image proceseing facility was dtware that wmLd eavlble a 
user to irpxleaent miany ammn digital hags 
This final step in axlstructing a digital image groaaelring facility 
at NT@C ampl&ed. A general - D i g i t a l  - lhage - Processing 
Pmgram (DlH?RP) has been coded, ddxgged, and t e e d  by the author - 
arrl currently resides at the NTBC facilty. 
The D m  software is a FOEWRlM a&d pcogsam that perfom 
many digital image Bnhanoeaent functions. In additicn, it allawe the 
user to r d  oa. write image data, to or fron, either the 1- 
f r e f  fer ~lrmory, or a v~x:11/780 disk drive. 
The DXMPRP EjPenu 
The D m  saftware is penu driven &xLch neam Ut upon running 
the prwa, a list of . 'm +ionsw agpars cn the temM 
screen, prcapking the user to select anl execute one of tha camar&. 
The are the various image proassing fumzkicns that m y  be 
perfonmid by the user. Ifr after selecting a Cption, the 
prcxpm requires additid input data, the user will kr pcapted for 
the data aa necessary. The a8vanhge a€ aodincj ths 
such that it ie m u  driven is that, WNL. ths 
fmctiars that it perfonas may be very pmerful an3. acmplexr the 
i s  very easy to use; even har a user w i t h  a 
1 aaant of exeperience in digital image processing. 
An mael: represemtation of the caanrarYl cpticn asnu that appears 
an the tmmhal screen upon nnvling DlMPRP is given cn page 24. 
Figure 4 elvorm the ~~ at a terminal whidh diwlays the cammd 
option menu. Figure 5 dxxm the Tektrdx 4014-1 grqhics teminal 
wfiich is wed to display the histogram of an image. Figure 6 shows 
the I103fTRS AD&3000 cmgmter graghics - ten w i t h  an ewhmcd image 
displayed m the TV d t o r .  
Figure 4. Anrt?mr Executing the DIMPW Software 
I 
I 
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O b t a i n i n g  an Image 
Thrrre are twoposeible saxcxs  of images. Qce image has 
beem digitizm3, it lay be read from thg II93lrAS framdmf fer. The 
image may also brj aWainad frcm the v~x-11/780 aiak i f  the image was 
stored there p~Fcevi-1y. The ammad aptians that Wect the iaPage 
soulfce =I cpticns one & two. 
'RMMtd@&atraysi~leof the hgerrmayvazy. The image 
raqr hlaM w array size af either 512x512 pixels ar 
w i t h  the 512x512 image array size being the most 
depth arty be either 24 bits, 8 bits, or 4 bits 
0010~~ or data c~pxeeeed images, r 
The 24-bit full 081- h g e  m y  be read d i r e r  
frame buffer EESKZY or from an unfomatted integer die file. As 
detailed previously in this report the basic memory dement of the 
1- fr dar mmmq is a 32-bit integer with bits 0-7 
amtainiq tha red intensity level Monnaticn, bits 8-15 csmtdning 
of ty Momtian witNn 32 Mt T b n w ~ ~ t  
sigrifia&nt byte obi ths integer, bits 24-31, aantain no infammt.f~c1. 
It is poa-a to transfer this 32 bit hrll cmldy3f hacp f r a  the 
fer to a disk file ueing cpticn 3 a£ Dm=. Thus 
the in- qprzatcian ef reading an image f m  a disk file a 
tkbemthadwdby cgticn 3 to stare the image in the file 
0~$@3iEd.ly. -1 bE%m i?W@ e8~Ic4d h unfon~aatted 
t w o d b m s i a n a l  integer files. W files are structured so that 
there are 512 ram by 512 calurms of 32-bit integers. Once the image 
isreadfromadisk f i l e  or U.ie IKNAS frambuffer 
intensity infammt:icn of eadh pixiel is stored in  the trro-lllmicnal 
array 1%. An image is read frm a disk file using the F O ~ ~  I(EAD 
statement. are read frcm the £ r e f e r  mamory uging the 
FORTRAN XBPBD stitroutine d-ibed pceviouely i n  this report. The 
FORIWW & that implements these functions is given in the source 
l is t ing of D I W W  in  the appndix. 
I%xmdu- images reqyire cmly 8 bits of hteaeity level 
inf-ticn as -bed to the 24 bits reqired foa a full color image. 
Thus for a -m i m a ~ ~  there are 256 (2**8) poseible gray 
levels mi, all the h g e  intensity infomtion is cxmbdned i n  the 
red region of the 3&bit integer (bits 0-7). Since bits 0-7 amtdn 
all th42 i iBI&p int-ity data, w h g l  a 
read fiilgltl e I frzdbuffer, bits 8-31 ata 
SimiWIy, a amoc2kcxne bim- is stored i n  a disk f i le8  a r l y  
bits 0-7 of ths integer variable Iffi are written to the file. Thus 
mcm&xam Saaigwa are stored in  unformtted byte files. mese f ilee 
ccmtzdn 512 rows by 512 callarms of &bit bytes. This results in a 
disk f i l e  that reqires 4 times less space on the disk then tihe full 
cold. h g e  filea. 
By redudng W nugber af gray levals frm 256 to 168 it is 
poooible to further reduce *e amaunt of space cn a disk that an 
image file respires. Images w i t h  cnly 16 (2**4) gray levels may be 
rapreaentd by -it intensity l eve l   value^. An image m y  be coded 
that the eman rPabered array elements are contained in the 4 
ISB'S (least significant bits)  of a byte and the udd mibered array 
elements arc amfdrred in the 4 MSB'S (most significant bits) of the 
same we. Pn image ooded in this narnrer may be stored in an 
~ ~ t t e d  e f i l eo f256romsby256~10Iunm~.  Thisresultsin a bVt, 
disk file libat m i r e s  2 t imes less disk space than oanventiauil 256 
gray level image f i les ,  ard 8 times less disk space than 
full aalaa image! f i les .  When read from disk, the coded image data 
m u s t  'i3ieb. prcperly to form a mnodx- The FOF€l'RAN 
code w t  hplemnts the coding of an h g e  for l d i t h g  to a disk 
f i l e  and the d d n g  of an h g e  after reading fma a aislk f i l e  is 
in the source l isting of DIMPRP in the X I  
. . . I3iIlplaying an Image 
Both aoJ,cz and h g e s  ray be diaplayod by urring the 
F O m  s$liblreim IKPYsR and IKMX. The IKPlrR surxaftins i s  to 
write h w  aata fm the t~~-dimensi& array, P C i r  to IHXAS 
. As deecribed ~ e v i a u s l y  in this ragart, the ha* 
data 5. reprmmtgd by 8-bit pixel valwe in the case of a 
, & &bit pixel valwe b x a  e u l l C M ] . a r  image. 
C 
im is used to write data to W I bus fur 
oogltroling tha qwration af the &amel crossbar wlritdh. If th data 
value gessed to tihe IKHt subroutine is the octal r eerr~, a l l  a€ 
the aukput cbmml.e are taken frcm the red (Mta 0-7) hput chanrrel. 
Thus, all  three Itadcup tables receive ths same illagm I'Lntemity data 
arrd the r-ultant image is nuxx!&m. If the data value passed to 
the 1- s~&~OUt:ine is the octal nmbr 4, the chennsl crossbar 
switch be- ~ ~ x e n t .  That i s r  ths -put red channel is 
taken frcal the bqpat red channel, the &put green charPral is taken 
from the input green channel, a d  the output blue Chamel is taken 
frcm the input blue d m m e l .  In this way, a full -or image may be 
di scp1ayd. 
Image nuo of the IKMhS framdxffer memozy is aycled thr- 30 
times a s , w i t h  the binary data passing Ehraqh the LUW module. 
The UM3 nm3ule aonverte the binary &ta to an lvvllog dm suitable 
for "&ivingW IIGB (red, cpm8 cvld blue) I11 6 - a .  BIU, the TV 
d t u r  is refreshed at a rate of 30 times a s d  dth tihe image 
data that is located in image zero of the IIUMAS f 
Therefore data that is written h g e  ob thrs I- 
framebuffer is eiarltm#mxly displayed on the TV earitor* 
Image Erihancernent 
fall into 
~ a t m m r  sktbjective and quantitative. wSubjective image 
praaeaaing, oftcat called image dxmcsmmt, stem f r a  the use of the 
ampter as a aaane of d p u l a t i n g  an image intoa fbrmmare 
amesxkble to human me* (Green 1983). As a rule, e k d ~  
refers to &e d p l a t i a n  of imagery to gzramnk W the viek~er 
additiavll infomatian w insight into same hdxz aoncerning ' the 
image. Woad ategorim of erihanamemt tdhdquee might 
be listed zm &dl-r (1) intensity or point processes; 
The following seotians of this paper addr~es m e  cat-ries. 
T b  first of m e ,  intensity or point p r w s e s ,  refers to the 
mapping of inaiddual pixels to new values independent of their 
madifiaatian, am3 pee-lor h g e  edmrmmmt are both examples of 
point prr-are. The seond topic aovered in the fdk%dng sedians 
of this report is that of spatial processing. ~n sps w F - s i n g .  
a givein p d x d  is mped into a rrew value as a funeian of its 
surranding pixel values. Image emoothing, edp 8 -  
imge sharpdng are all examples of sptial pcoae~-. 
The Image Hist9sp:am 
A basic tool utilized in performing subjective 8 
especially amt;rast dmmemnt, is the image hiistsgram. Thg inage 
hitograa zeweal.8 ths distributian af digitized intemity within an 
image: it is regzsotznted gra@-xically as a plot of the n u b x  of 
picture el 8 at a given intensity, N(i)# platted versus 
inte~lity,  1. Three examples of image histogram are aham in Figure 
7. 
The tap hi.&ag~.gaa in Figure 7 regresents a wal ~~~ 
with ll~st Of tihe pixel inteaseities falling ~ Q L S ~  midscale or 
aidgray. The mime histogram in Figure 7 is a $im histogram 
w i t h  hro distinct peaks. 'Ibis indicatee thet tihe ilaqs could be a 
w-%*-yfg;f: ?,- f Z 5 .  T - 
aemA -a>---=-  -.- ,' ,,<r& higbamtrzmt image dth pany dark and many Wight regiclls. The 
bottQ hiatqraa of Figure 7 oorrespads to an cwierexpsed image. 
The mjority of the pilrsls haM been saturated at or mar full white. 
Figure 7. Image Histogrw 
A hietogram of gray level mntent wovides a gl- description 
of the ~~ of the image. The methodsdiacvslsedinthis 
sectican adhfm bymodifyingthe histogram of a given 
isage in a clpecified manner. The maer image-fry 
hiatogra rodifisaticn. may seem mn&hat ccnfusing since almoet all 
imge ~ ~ u r e s  will mDdify the image histogram to at 
least begrse. In this section, the original histogram is 
actually d as the hasis for the mdificatiaa of an image. The 
type af h g e  edmmsmnt referred to in this sectian will be 
Noet digital b a i n g  systeras can raealva, ~s of 
intensity than can ba pesentdl cn either film a Ale display. 
MrBC tadlfty  p m  miqg €3 M t s  of 
remlutian, and thesfore image intensity levels S r a  0 to 255. 
The hmam eye is able to resolve amaximately 32 dieinat &ales of 
gray (Green, 1983) . The digital imaging systm e provides 
rare ints~arity informatian than the human eye can ~ 8 a l v e .  
When an image is distplayd an a TV d t a r  system, the full 
int-ity of the imaging system ie dieplayed so that black 
o o s r ~ ~  to tha quantized int-ity and white amre~pomb 
the 2% sih.sbdea of gray available within tha image data LVB subampled 
at a ratio ob imtdy 255832, 8 t l .  
If a digital has an intensity distribution such that the 
majority af pixels fall within a sWet of the digitized intensity 
value range, straightforward display of the wpraa%ssed image will 
yield a very 1-cmntrast result that dues not N l y  display the 
information actually available in the digitized image. In tlae 
histagram charm in Figure 7ar the majority of the @gels in the image 
are at intensity valueks clustered &out the .nnidgray point of the 
hiskcgram. If the image is diplayedwithoutmcM.ficationofthe 
digital data, variations of cnly one or two gray about midgray 
will occur" 
It is necessary to transform the intensity  LIMB in the 
uqx-sed image in order to aiq#ay the mikle intensity wiation 
present within the image. There are ememl axamnly ultilized 
techniw- that peltjE0m this wansfo~lllatim: (1) hiaIt-Cqram 
equalizatianr (2) direct hi$:tograsl specification; (3) ramp CDF 
stretch; (4) linear or axltrast stretch. Only linear or 
mtrast stretch technique will be presented in this rtqp2t as it is 
the ~89- af hiage antrast erhmasnemt used by ll3MPRP. 
The cbjeative af linear auntrast e r i h z m m  is to utilize the 
full dymde rarrge af the output dieplay d u n .  Thh technicp~ is 
particmhr1y w e l l  euited to jRlWge~ with Gaussian or near-Gawsssian 
hiatagraas, where all tha intensity values fall generally within a 
narraw taikmet of 4210 intaneity range available within a particular 
imaging mystem. 'Fhe tedulique is a p i n t  pp:ocess, as described 
previously, and is bead an txmefarming each pixel intensity level 
in the itlplt h g e  into a new value in the mtplt image. 
In aoder to perform a linear oantrast tMhmxmmt, the heyst 
examines the image histogram ard determines the intemaity range 
oontdning the large majority of the input pixels. The range is 
defined by limiting intensity values IH (i high) and IL (i low). An 
out* h g e  is amstructed in the folladng manner: 
1. For Badh pixel w i t h  intensity at or belw IL, the intensity 
value is r-signed to black (i = 0). 
2. each pixel with intensity at or above M, the intensity 
value is reassigned to Nl *te (i = 255). 
3. For all pixels w i t h  inplt intensity values between IL and 
IH, an output intmity is assigned that represents a linear 
transfomtion between IL and IH. 
The algoritfrm can be regxesented mathematically by the following 
ecpatians: 
(i in) i IL 
(i out) ={255*((i in) - IL)/ (M- IL), IL S (i in) S IH 
(i in) 2 IH (3.1) 
Figure 8b shavvs the results of app1ying a linear oosltrast 
erihanammt to the inage! in Figure 8a. Figures Qa am3 9b sErow the 
image histograms of the images given in Figuree 8a ard 8b, 
respectively. It can be seen thet a linear amtrast enhanaJaent 
preserves the relative ki@tn@ss relaticnships within the image but 
has the effect of redidlaying the infomation -tent by utilizing 
the N 1  available dynamic range of the output medim. 

Figure 9a. Original Imege Histogram 
sb- Fnhanced Image Histogram 
Image Smoothing 
S m o W n g  operatiam are used primarily for diminicrhing the 
spurious efsecte that my he present in a digital image +as a result 
of a pwr sampling system or transnrission channel . Sllloothing is 
equivalent to a lap as^ filter qerat im in the frequency dcmain. 
Luwp~ss filtering in the frequency damain is ecplivalent to 
integration (summation in the discrete case) in the time demain. 
Since digital images are both discretized and qpntized, images may 
be la~pascs filtered by means of s ~ t i a n  or averaging in the time 
(spatial) dosain. 
~ e i ~ r h o o d  averaging is a strai*tfonard spatialdamain 
technique for image gnmothing. Given an N x N imiage f (x,y) , the 
p r d u r e  is to generate a mmkhed imaw g(x,y)  whose gray l e v e l  at 
every pint (x ,y)  is cbtained by averaging the gray-level values of 
the pixels of f oontained in a predefined neighbrhood of (x ,y )  . In 
other mr*, the smoothed image is dstained using the relation 
for x and y = 0,1,..., W1. S is the set of aoordimtes of p i n t s  in 
the m i m ~ '  of the point ( x ,y ) ,  and M is the total numbs of 
points defined by the o o o ~ d i ~ t e s  in S. Neighborhoads that are 
symnetrical are the met axmmly med neiwrkmds in image 
smoothing, eltccpt on or mar the edges of an image. Point@ in these 
Another way af representing the spatial n e i ~ r h o o d  a-aging 
process is as a ~ ~ ~ l m l u t i a n a l  process. In this way an 1 x 1 "mask" 
is oarrtllolved w i t h  an N x N h g e .  The maek is an array of numbers 
that rqesent the i n w e e  Fourier transform (t-dimensional pulse 
response) of a larpass filter. The two-dimensional wnmlution 
sumation for a linear aft-invariant system is given below. 
For a 3 x 3 mask (1 = 3) , the aonvolutianal summation may be written 
w i t h  new lidta, sin- the pllse functian is zmro outside these 
J 
limits. i.e. 
In -tian (3.41, h rqxesents the lawpass mnvaluticmal mask, x is 
the original b g a ,  and y is the autplt or ~~ocessed image. 
Relaw are the thr- lcwpass mnvolutianal arrays that are used 
i n  DIMPRP. It &mild be noted that mask1 is identical tothe 
neimrhDod amraging process desribed alr,ve w i t h  a radius of a x  
and m y .  Ihe athsr masks, mask2 and mask3, are also similar to the 
neighborhood avleraging, althaxjh these masks weight s~le pixel values 
in  the neiwrhxd w i t h  a weighting ooefficient greater than me. 
Mask 1 
h =  1 2 1  I::: 
Mask 3 
The nai$ib~thoad averaging implementatians af the image 
saaoothing pmess are usually referred to as lprran filters. This is 
because in the v s e s  described above, the center pixel intensity 
value a€ a glven mask is replaced w i t h  the ~~~~Iihematiaal mean value, 
or sane type aL weighted mean, of that pixel value ard the 
neighbring pixel values within the mask. Thus tihe eaiatforward 
aonvolutiaal mimation implementation of the aSx)ve &s yields the 
desired slaoathing effect. 
Another implementation af the image smoothing pemaess is the 
median filter. In this ~ l ~ t a t i m ,  the center #sel intemity 
value of an 1 x 1 laask is replaced by the median value of the n-rs 
within the mask. Therfore this process is not implemented as a 
mathematical summatian, but as a sorting ~ ~ s .  The pixel values 
within a given mask are sorted using a butble sort such that the 
values within the mask are arranged in increasing order of magnitude. 
The H i a n  value af the nunbers within the range of the miask is then 
aut~latically in the center psition of the mask, if 1 is an odd 
integer. 
10 and 11 wge, qwgsq W g  7- =I--- images 
I ' 
Figure lk. Original Image Figure 18. Pilewd Imge 
For p u p s -  af noise filtering the two implementations of image 
smoothing ,the mean filter and the lnedian filter, are ampared belaw. 
Mean Filter 
- better for additive gaussian noise 
- blurs edges and image in general 
- seperable -rator 
- recursive  tical bplementatian 
Median Filter 
- better for implsive, periodic, occasional noigle 
- maintains edges 
- lrouneb CQrners 
- erases smaller objects 
- q m s i  seperable 
- sort inplenentation 
Edge F#n?lanaement 
It was noted in the previous section that averaging pixels over 
a region tends to blur  detail in an image. 8fnaa averaging is 
analogous to integraticm, it is natural to expect that 
differentiatian will have the -site effect and thue sharpen a 
given imege. 
T h e  nost oclrrmPnly used metkrod of differentiation in image 
processing is the wgradisnt". Given a funation f (r,y), the gradient 
of f at aoordiMltes (x ,y)  is defined as W vector 
Two imprtant wcperties af the gradient are: (1) the vector 
G ( f  ( x , y ) )  points in the directian of maximum rate a€ increase af the 
h c t i m  f (x ,y) ;  and (2) the magnitude of G ( f  (x,y) ), denoted by 
equals the maxirun rate af increase af f(x,y) per unit distanae in 
the diractia & Q. 
Ekpatian (3.9) is the basis for a nrmber of apgzaadhes to image 
dif ferenkiaticn. It is noted that this aqiressian is in the form of 
a two-cSasnicnal derivative fmctian and that it is always positive . 
In practice, the scalar function ~ ( f  ( x ,y )  ) is cxllerrnly referred to as 
the gradient of f .  This terminalogy will be used tlxaqkm* the 
following discuesian to avoid having to oont1nwLLly r a g a  to 
G ( f  (x,y)) as "the magnitude af the gradient." 
For a digital image, the derivatives in tiqmkirn (3.9) are 
apprOxesnate3 by dif ferencea. One typical -tian is given by 
tihe relation 
G(f  (xry) ) If (x,y) - f (x+l,y) 1 + ( f (x,Y) - f ( ~ 8 ~ 1 )  1 (3.10) 
for dmatkrg the gradient is not 
uniqge. There we ather useful q ~ r  ims t&xi& can be made. In 
any case, it &m&Ld tQ rmkd that boo: all the moxisatiars, the 
value of the gradient is pctprticrral to the differems in gray 
levels between pixels. Thus, as expected, the gradient 
as- relatively large mues for ~ a m i n e n t  edgeca in an image, and 
d l  values in rqiare that are fairly smoath, being Psro a i l y  in 
regions that have a amstant gray level. 
Therefope, the epdkient cqeratar is often tared f image edge 
Cbae a m&had af: ~oximating the gradient has been selected, 
* 
there are ways of using the rssults for gemrating a 
griadient g(x,y) .  Only those that have beem wed in the D W R P  
saftware gacikage will be dicussed in this report. The various ways 
of using the results of equation (3.10) for gemrating a gradient 
image, g(x ,y )  , will be referred to as isuplementatiars (bplmt) . 
In the first implementation (implmtl) , the are set t o  a 
specified gray level, ILi, if the gradient is ahme a srpedfied gray 
1-1 threshold value, T. Otherwise, the g r d i  ~ ( x , Y )  is 
set equal to tha input h g e ,  f(x,y).  It is dekairable to 
study the grapletndl variation af edges wi-ut intef=- fran the 
background. This can be acamp1ished by the gradient 
(inpUtt2) as M b m t  (1) ~ e t  he gradient g ( x , ~ )  arplal 
gradient if the gradient is abow a spedfiad Ut~mhcild value, T; 
(2) In all othar aasee the gradient inage g(x,y) Is, sat to a 
edcps~ is a6 Smkmmt, a binary gradient pickme C 3) may be 
tm3 qmdfisd grw l&s. This may be acampli in t2~ fallowing 
swmner: (1) lmcl are set to a specified gray l d ,  LG, if the 
gradient is aboM a 
. 
cases the @eat image g(x,y) is set t o a  spedfiedba&gr& 
~ w l ? - o f  that oan be dxained by using 
-tion (3.10) 1, imp3mt2, and izupUt3 are illwtrated in 
Figrtree 12b, 12c; atd lad. Figure 12a shows an original image of 
-ate 
Figure lab i. tha result of wing impbtl w i t h  T = 25 and Ui = 
255, the la&%ec hang full wfrite. 
F i g g ~ s  12C was dkained by using implmt2 w i t h  ths same threshold 
as sad a tzx!kgrm level af IB = 0, which is N 1  black. The 
prindph usa aif this particular approach is to examine tihe relative 
str- of the points wNch emceed the specified d. 
Finally, Figure 126 was cbtdnd by using i with T = 25, 
LG = 255, and LEI = 0. This bpXaantation is upeful 601: di 
all the gradient points above the specified thrdxald. 
I- , m w  
An b c p  w i l l  ~ ~ g l t d n  Mamation at a w i c k  mmge uf spati& 
freqmdee. Overall gradual txansitions fraa light to dark within 
P of l d  
terns ais ibsa abrYve. Rwe i r n h ~  oarrespondsr to 
hi* pElMId .eluI-ing am 
of the ap~tial in a digital h g e  utilizing 
Figure 12a. Original Image 
Figure 1%. Edge ~rhmaed Image using Inplmtl 
Figcae 12c. Edge E-ced Image using 11pImt2 
Figure 12d. Edge ErihanQBd Image using Implmt3 
One or trrPdimicnarl F a a i a r  trmforars of an image will reveal a 
large luwfrecpacy amgment, corresponding to the gradual intensity 
variation within the aoene, and a variety of high-frequency 'spikes" 
may be premmk in the transform, indicating periodic structure or 
periodic 1 premt within an image. 
Simple t.dbdques of implementing him -pass filtering operations 
have bsrrol thvelqmd that involve cunvolutian in the spatial dcmain. 
The aatharatical doudationa of these routines are identi& to thcse 
deveZqd previously in this report for the lawpass or smoothing 
operations. Recall that in that previous section it was explained 
that an image smoothing aperation amesponded to a lowpass filtering 
of the image. It was also explained that the filtering a u l d  be 
iuplemented in the spatial domain by cxanvlolving a mask 
(twoaimemianal pulse functim) w i t h  the image as gpposed to 
multiplying an image by a tmdimensional transfer function in the 
f r ~ g u q d a a i n .  Thus, image sharpeningmay be perfonaed in the 
a ~ m e  manrrm: as image smoothing. The anlydiference is that ahi* 
pass filter is wed instead af a lawpass filter. Therefore the 
twpdirrmenrricmal pulse. functian (mask) that represents tha high pass 
filter in the spatial damain is different than that for image 
smoothing hut thh mathmatice r d n  the sapte. 
Below ate tha three hiepass aonvolutiona2 arrays med in the 
DIMPRP software to dbarpen images. 
Mask 1 
Mask 2 
Figures 134% enb 13b show an original image and an image that was 
shrpenedl using aask2, respectively. 
Gray IAB- Redulcticn 
In image p13fweseing, it is sanetimes advantageow to reduce the 
nrrPber of gray levels that are displayed £ran 256 (for an Bbit 
system) to saw smaller nuaber of gray levels. There are several 
motivations for reducing the nunber of gray levels in an image: (1) 
As discussed ~eviously, the eye is only able to r d v e  
apprdmately 32 distinct shades of gray; (2) By redudng the amnomt 
of gray levels within an h g e ,  it is possible to reduo& the amount 
of meraory necessary to store a e  image; (3)  By reducing the nunber 
of gray levels in an b g e ,  it is possible to trammit the image over 
a aamamiaatia &armel w i t h  same bandwidth, B, at a greater speed, 
or transmit the hageat ths sane zsprad mer a chaMel w i t h  a 
bandwidth emaller than B; (4) R e d u d n g  the nunber of gray levels 
within an image facilitates -re readily the deterninatim of 
suitable intensity threshold levels for a given image. 
Reducing the nlllber of gray levels in an image by an integer 
divisor is a very etaicjhtfcmmrd gmams. 
Figure 1%. Original Imge 
by M integer diviscn wing integer divisim, 
tlmn-lultiplied by the same nuaber. The gray level reducing ecpation 
is given belas. 
Ln tlm 
of kao, ff Bi = 8 then tihe nmber of gray levels i s  reduaed, fran the 
of 256, to 32 (256/8) . -1 that aqaution (3.14) is 
wing integer arithetic su& that my (i in) that is not a 
pcamr d tam, is hcmmred, by N, t o  the nearest p&uer of two. For 
e8 i f  N w e r e  chsen to be 128 such that tlae n-r of gray 
lmIs  as to be rduaed to 2, then any intensity belaw 128 would 
beaare 0, and any intermity level great& than or equal to 128 would 
Figure 14a sbaJs an original image displayed w i t h  256 distinct 
levels af gray. Figure 14b shws the same image represented by 16 
l&s of gray. ~bxaLlyLyr Figure 14c. sham the same image as in 
P i w e  l & r  arly 4 diiietilid levels a@ gr~a~. 
.I -, 
U& ( 0 ) .  All 
pixel values be &&LB whits! are trazmfo& in a 
similar fashion. 
~ & e  14~; Original Image with 256 Gray Levels 
figgar8 I&. Image w i t h  16 Gray Levels 
Figure 143. with I Gray LeWs 
The fdllawing quatian represents this intensity transfamatian for a 
system w i t h  a mimm of 256 gray levels. 
(i out) = 255 - (i in) 
Threehcrldiwr seretimes referred to as bit-slicing, is a 
tedrmiwe designed to i-ate particular i n t m i t y  intervals within 
an image. The tedmiqpe involves generation of an output image - with 
all pixels black ( 0 )  , except for those p i ~ l s  in the input image 
whose intensities f a l l  within a particular regicn of interest. 
In the threeholding scheme used in the DIM@RP sabtmre, the 
out- image dl1 be generated w i t h  d t e  (255) pixels wherever the 
input image intensity levels fall within the lower white ( and 
ugpr a t e  (UW) intensity level boundaries. The output image w i l l  
be generated black ( 0 )  i f  the inplt image is belaw the upper black 
(UB) intensity level boundary. The e p u t  image will be identical to 
the input imge any time the i q w t  h g e  is not within pwdescribed 
limits. The f d l l d n g  apatiane, w i t h U B ,  W, andW as given above, 
reprssent the DIMPEW thrmarag echmm. 
Attention hes bean f o a m e d  thue far in  this report on plrcmessing 
ted-niqs for m x t c x h r ~ a ~ e  imam. Apawerful area af digital h g e  
proamsing is tha use of pseudooalor for image display and 
erhncmnt. The aptivaticll for using -lor in  image pr-sing is 
provided by the fact that the huttan eye can disaern thousands of 
-lor and inttimities. This is in  sharpatmtrast with the 
eyefie relatively poor perfommclre w i t h  gray levels e e ,  as 
f previously, only agproaimataly 32 shadss af gray are 
detectable at arry point in an h g i e  by the average dxmmmr. The 
reeder needs aiLy t o  turn off the -lor next time he views a TV set 
i n  order to verify the euperior perfonaance af the when 
interpreting wlar versus laarochrclpe infomatian. 
The basic idea af proamsing i n  pseudoanlor is to start with a 
mumdhrm h g e  and then assign a oolor to  each g iml  based, for 
~ g !  its intensity. The range of tectniqyes for oolor 
of ure &.lay system 
~ d ~ t f u ~ d  tQdnicpe~ for -lor 
on oJBrb& i s s  often difficult  
t o  detect iend int Examples af areas in  
whi& pe-lc# are used arer (1) TV 
weather facasters  u e  pse-0~ ,Wdhdqsm to ehame satellite 
imagery and to "digital da radar": (2) -ors use 
pdiite-1~ techdqam~ an ~irays t o  enm~e 
interpretations of ths &ray. 
ty (or intensity) didw and oolor 
aoding is cne ob th. simplest examples of pe-1- image 
pra~~~sing, and i a  aL%o teddcpe employed by the DIWW 
e o f t ~ e ~ ~ e .  If am ers a twwdimensicnal intensity 
function, the && as of placing planes 
p~krallal to af the irrrage: each plane then 
, '  
*sliamm 
WW$, &9n~21 ; tenp "dmmity slicing" ariaee fzcm &ling the 
ti-, a tarminology that is oommly errdated with 
this putid= In@thd. 
It is evident that i f  a different aolor is assigned to each side 
of ths plane, then any piml a gray level is e v e  the plane w i l l  
be & with m e  a01a8 while pixel belw the plane w i l l  be 
aodd w i t h  the other. Levels that l i e  cn the plane itself may be 
arbitrarily aseigned a m  of the two oolors. The result of this 
s c h a s  d d  produce a twpcolor h g e  W e  relative appearance can 
be cantralld by mmdlrg the slicing plane up and drrwn the graylevel 
d b *  
The t e w  ray be gejsmiraLizac3 to more than 
two 031gp49 by u ~ i n g  m e  tiam am ~IiciDg pbzme. The psetdcxnlor 
c y d  by the DIMPRB &was@ i s  thst af first reducing 
th of gray levels 986 to 8. These gray level 
intensitlee are represented by rs 0 - 7 ,  or the 
b i w  w z s  000 - 111. ODLm is regmmented by 24 bit data 
Wuee with the first 8 bits, Mtrr 0 - 7, representing the red 
intensity data, M t s  8 - 15 repreeentirg the green intensity data, 
and M t s  16 - 23 rcqrr tha hlue intensity data. Thus it is 
possible to generate uolors, (red, greeen, and hlue), the 
5s illustrated in Table 2 e  
Table 2. to P-lor d n g .  
Color 
Blade 
Red 
Green 
Yellorw 
EnUe 
Magenta 
Cyan 
Hhi te 
Figures 1% and 1% illustrate an original imwr and an image 
that hae bssn pile-lor enhanced wing the d n g  s&eme above, 
Thet~xm?RP w e ,  that has been designed and coded to perfom 
the image ~oamaing  fvlctians that hawe heen detailed in  this 
r-rt, is veryueez friendly. Tbdakidnthis goal, it was cmded 
sudr that all f\ni&im are 
detailed previously in tNs r 
it isonlynecessarytodhoOeeaa apkiar* dtoaa the main m u .  
Selecting an qptian frca the is aiti efrple as typing, or 
entering, the nmber that appears to ths left af the desired o=mmand 
optian. 
P i y e  15aw Original Imge 
Figure f5b. - 
If a d d i t i d  input data i r e  tatpired to execute a particular camrmand, 
the user w i l l  be "prapted" bor this data as necesasry. Much of the 
type of data that is r e r e d  by DIMPRP has been outlined already in 
this report. 
is an executive progs:i~n that must be linked 
w i t h  These sulroutims are listed below. 
C* rig IE93NA6 routines w i t h  W-11/780 software 
w 
I IKSAS display 
- USea to plat tha h g e  histogram on the T m r d x  4014-1 
Given helow are tha mmes, along w i t h  a short description, of 
ths rajo~: vatiehles faand within DIMeW. 
ABlS : N u ~ e r i a a l  arv~wer to user aoaPland rqp88t 
B I 1-D vex&- af bytes (intensity infozmatian) 
f 
t 
f 
a 
3 
g .  
t 
* 
1 
* 
8 internally by IKFWR and IKPRD 
: 
r? 8 
m E  : 
tht ths digital image ~oaascsing program 
caplkility far HTEC. Fbrther oonclusims of this report will be 
b a % d  an a disassiaa of awihmaamnts that waild further the digital 
image prem~esing capabilities of the LJraC facility. 
The ho major hardware systems that have been presented in th is  
reprt are the IE03WlS RES-3000 raster display gr-cs system and the 
~~xrll/780 rinioaPplter. Functionally, there are m changes that 
could be made to eithar hardare system that wovld erihance their use 
ing faaility- Hawever, tW IFIXZS 
system h m  anistirrg 
r w *  w cb kwo problems. 
The I= smm'w&mt IQ. f a d l i t y  is one of the 
-2 
f i e  such systems prbdud-'&- . , .  as such has a?aqsw in it; M- of 
boar* that 
ham becrn rd* I= systems 
that aontzdn printed d r d t  ab3ystea boards are more 
reliable, having a mban time between failure. Thus it is 
s-tgd that the I e y s t e ~  be upgrbled w i t h  *PC* boards to 
emwe a mare ralhkiLe qpratian. 
The IKNAt3 qwkm~o h a  the type af dmmentatian neaestsary for 
easy use of tho 
c a n b  ingtoaa1krt theraost eqpri- w a r s .  Thus the 
F o r  +o b laade in this case would be to generate 
bettar wr%ttca cbmmenatian of the IIOJMIS user peecmadwm. 
The major software eleaent of the NTEC digital i ~ a g e  processing 
facility is the digital h g e  gxocessing pmgram ( D ~ w ) .  This 
paragran is relatively ainple to use and aontains a variety of h c j e  
@-It ~oced'lues. The DDPRP program oould be erhamd in  two 
ways. The first enhian- would be to hvther the inage proaeseing 
capabilitim of the program by adding more proaessing fmctictls. 
s fmctiam mUd be in an entirely different category than image 
o atim and 
ing capabilities 
of axecution &d be 
hncticrts in either VAX 
asseahzy language ar APlD 2900 ricroaode. The AM) 2900 lnicrooode 
implementation warla rerult in tihe fasterst cncecutian lmt has the 
disadvantages assodated w i t h  the I system diecussed px3vioclsly 
such as p o x  reliability and attion. Thus the VPX aseeaibly 
' language implementation af the various image promssing functions 
59 
within DIMPlW executim 
lilaatra Lis t ing  
TO MTEIC, aODE N-74 
8 4 l h W - m .  
BOR BCRW!LEt THIS 
m EhxMmRTE GAUSSIAN NDlCSE 
FOORLY 
EDGES W AN IMAGE8 
8 W - E -  
. . . . . - , SSING mICNS0 
. m r r * r e * w @ '  , ~ - @ ~ @ ~ ~ e ~ m ~ ~ o ~ ~ ~ m o ~ o m m ~ o ~ m ~ * m o m ~ ~ ~ o o  
m1m LIST8 WILL APPEAR 
LEETOFmEmSIEI%D 
m rnTA 
MPIX t C 
( J E T B E T 3  C 
P s C 
TYPE.a. .M .- C 
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ m m m ~ ~ m o ~ ~ m m m m m o m m m ~ m m m ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ m ~ ~ o m w ~ o o ~ ~ o m ~ w ~ ~ ~ ~ m ~  c 
C 
I!lEXHm- lTaaxEi# JR. C 
El'Wic C 
C 
C 
C 
~ ~ - ~ , ~ ~ , c l s  c 
. . . . .  . m r m 1 B m 2  C 
~ m o e ~ m ~ m m w m ~ m ~ v m w m m ~ m ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ o ~ w ~ m ~ m ~ ~ ~ ~ o ~ m m o ~ m m o m m m ~ m ~ ~ ~ m ~ ~ ~  C 
C 
-4 1~0(10244,1034). xlaxwF( 1024) , m , m B , O O C L E I T P P E  
-2 -1 (5'12r 512) r ~ ( 8 1 ) .  IMGE(1024) ,WM 
maLl*4 mm(256) , ~ ( 2 5 6 )  
LOGIm mitm 
BYTE ~(4096) 
cExmamPm 
-( I r B ( 1 ) )  
 I m ? f m , m  
Ia!mEmmmrnmTElEum 
TYPE*,*l) Full 81ar Image (24 bits). 
TYPE*,'2) B/W Image (8  bits)' 
TYPE*, ' 3) Data Ccspressed B/W Imge (4 MkaPI)' 
-, = 
TYPE* 
TYPE*, 'EHIZFt ARRAY SIZE: 1312x512, lhcxzzv, m 
TYPE = TXHP512 
T'lrFEP 
!JxmP,'= nilAGe F m O  
7 
oPPen (w-1, @ - 
,# 
~ ~ ( ~ a s . l i Q . l )  !lMEN 
zLn%mm 
Wv 
DO J=l, TYPE 8 .  L '  7 ,  --.-:+ - - 
. . - ( - C - ' 
READ (TYPE X 
FILE* OQNVEEiT 

RBhD (TYPE X TYPE) $ CBr UTSI<NED B'Y'TES 'IHE 1- DR64 
lEaiGE zmo, RED, m MEK)RY. 
~ r n ~ r n T A ~ T H E ~  
TYPP,'1) Full 00105: Image (24 bits)' 
TYPE*, '2) B/W Image (8 bits)' 
TYPP, '3) Data Canpressed B/W Image (4 b i t s )  ' 
pIIocEpI"k, 
TYEW 
TYPEPI 'ENTER ARIIAY SIZE: 1=512X512, 2=1024XlO24' 
A l x z P P ,  TYPE 
TYPE = TYPEJC512 
mEF 
T W P r ' m  PIIAL;E F-' 
l!icaPT lm, E'nxmvm 
o m  ( w ~ ~ , ~ ~ , ~ ' E J E w ~ , ~ ~ ' ~ ~ ' )  
IF(A~P~.EQ.~)  m ~ a r  . 
SIt3BE   EXT TYPE) # ~ I N S I C N E D I W % G E F S h T A N ~ R ! 6 & T f E D  
335fmQmDzmm. r n E :  XmzSE: ndTEmms ARE "READ ourW, IN 
mCE&WH kKJOR CWEERn TO MIEJlMIZE PA13E FAULTING1 
S'TOICE (TYPExTYPE) # @  S I G N E D B Y T E S I N A N U N H ) ~ ~ E  
FIIS. ~ ~ ~ f t Y l h l j T ; r E ~ Y ~ F O f l M ~ 4  
m'S OIF E?MX BW%. THE ODD tXHMRED ll!IMlE ARRAY EXEMSE 
~ w = ~ M s B ' s ( P ~ ~ .  MXES T E B ~ E S A R E ~ -  
O U r ' ' I J ! 7 T H E ~ ~ A S I 3 r E ~ ~ I  
I F ( ~ . E Q ~ ~ )  THEN 
-19 
TYPm1024 
EWE 
-18 
TYPB412 
EaaMz' 
"PYmP 
@P'aTP.*l) B/W Isage 
,"?) Pull Oolor 
-, P4EJS 
(4 or 8 bits)' 
Image (24 bits)' 
X E ' T E E ~ I S A F U J A ~ W ~ ,  ~ ' I E E ~ ~  
SkCKX TO IXXSEFITY. i.e. RED JXT.ArECED CUANUEL, GREIWRATA 
= @?E?M CHANWL, etc. 
CALL IKBLR(*X), "4Q60-,1,"44) 
END IF 

R E Q U E m r n r n r n ~ T H E U S E R  
TYPP, '1) Mem ~ilter' 
TYPIZ*, '2) hW3$m Fi l t er '  
-8 
'FmP 
TPPE*, 'Enter tihe Spatial F i l t e r  Diraension, N , (e .g .  W3 
1 for 3x3 fiLter aask)' 
%'sm% I N rust be an odd Integer1 ' 
-# M 
IN = (&%]/2 
IF(kSB.m.1) 'REN 
mPiP 
TYPE'% 'Enter the desired Mean F i l t e r  Mask: l m k l ,  
1 -k2. 3M~sk3' 
-, = 

m m = T m  
s Filter Mask: l m k l ,  
hei*t and width met be an odd integer' 
Mght of window, H: ' 
width of windav, W: - 
 USER 
TYPP, ' E d g ~  tha desired gradient iqlemmtaticm: l=impImtl, 
1 *impmtt$2* 3-i.aIrnnt3' 
-, = 
T W P  
TYPP, 'Enter the desired threshold level, T: l 
AaxPT% IT 
TmEP 
TYPV, '~nter  the backgrad and gradient intensity levels, 
1 c=#=)s* 
0 =,- 
Gar 
, - 
(x,J~XM~~X*~,J) )w~s( IM;(I ,  J)-IM;(I, J+I) ) 
EM3m 
ENDDO 
f3E.r THE EDGES rn A SPECIFIED GRAY LmEL, m, IF THE GRADIENT 
~ ~ A S P m F I E D . ~ ~ ~ .  fsEz=-mA 
mm (3RAY UWEL, ILB, IF TI33 mm IS THE 
9limmxm lLEwL* - - 
1 ,  a )  THEN
IMG(I,J) = m 
EzsE 
IMS(1,J) = ILB 
EM) IF 
ENDIF 
. moo 
ENDDO 
OOTO 10 
INPUT IlTA FROM THE USER 
TYLrP,*l) Aaxtcmated Contrast Enhancement' 
TYPE*,#2) Manual amtrast l?kbaament' 
- r  Am 
IP(w.BP.1) TEEM 
I l ? n ! -  HAS RFfEN QHOGEN, TWEN EUY[; 
' I w E I E 3 B I L ' R 9 4 T ' R E ~ ~ m T m V E ~ P M ( W S L Y  
c34imzam rn INrnIGN* Iiascmm mIT1m IM?VT JnTA FRaM THE 
USER. 
'fYPE* 
TYBE*. '~oter  The Imp H i s t o g r a n  ~uet be oalarlated 
1 beforr~ Autcloated cooltrast' 
TYPEI* '-t can be performed' 
TS'W 
TYL"E+.'xf the 1aoage.Histcjgrm has nat been caculated, 
1 type, m x ) *  
zAcxz33 1000, FlIzmPE 
IP(FJIJSAME.W.'NO') am 10 

TYPEBr 
TYPE*, kmr&igh intensity level thre@hold ~ t w s  (IE,BEI) ' 
Zewl reductim factor, N:' 
beaplmerof2' 
irplfes 32, (256/%), gray levels)' 
IWEE@ TEE IMF@E CSAYSQKE. i.e. WMm BBXMES EWUQ F U E K  
VHEFEr etc. 
DO 1 S 1 r T W l 3  
m I=I,TWE 
IMO(I,J) 255 - IK;(I,J) 
EWDDO 
EJmDO 
Qo"3Co 10 
C ~ l l W ' U l ' a A T A ~ T E E U S s H I  
TJIPE*, *Enter upper hlack,lower vlhite,ufper a t e  intemity level 
1 thr-rnd rm.w:' 
TYPE*, ' (UB,IWeUW) ' 
m r  m,akiJ~m 
3J!amsZTY SLmNIG. . . .  . # ,  - . . .  
e.g. cKm (-) - 
etc . 
DO J=1, TYPE 
DO I=l,TYPE 
I J = IM;(I,J)/~~ 
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